
Fun is the driving force behind these RC cars. 319

Change 2 -wheel drive steering to
4 -wheel -drive, and back again, by remote

Turmoil races the
dragstrip with wheels down or wheels up
Dragster races on four wheels, until you use special lift action to prop car up on its
back wheels-then it rides hood upward, front wheels off the ground. Use the re-
mote to go into spins and do other tricks. Down on four wheels again, it speecs up to
650 feet per minute. Spring -suspension on front wheel helps dragster perform 360°
tricks. 11 -function remote control. 14" long, 27/49MHz. Requires 6V pack and 9V
battery. 60-4241 39.99

5th wheel
adds more action

Pop wheelies, spin out and
practice your own stunts.

Leans into turns.
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=°1 Road Rustler ATV scrambles fast-
and its driver likes to push it to the extreme
Rock this ATV from side to side, make sharp turns, pop a wheelie, and go into a wild
tailspin-watch while driver hangs on. Use special banking action and the al -terrain
vehicle actually leans, left or right, into turns. Look as the rider leans, too! Race down
straightaways at 720 feet per minute-create awesome stunts-the ride has just
begun. Comes in 2 frequencies, 27/49MHz. 7 -function remote. 143/4" long. Requires
9.6V pack and 9V battery. 60-4235 69.99

Keep 'em guessing. Spin m circles,
and speed away in any direction.

Flaps open.
When side drive is engaged

BEDLAM

Avoid obstacles.
Fly down the road

on a collision course;
do an amazing 90° slide

and keep going.

Bedlam-it spins, it zigs back and forth-
it's like no other RC car ever!
A whole new class of RC car that takes action and fun to unpredictable extremes. The
classified turning system will keep the competition guessing-which way will it go?
The tread track keeps Bedlam on the straight and narrow, but when you kick in the
side drive system, it zips to the left or right-at full speed! Climbs up to 35° hills. 12"
long, 27/49MHz. Requires 9.6V battery and 9V battery. 60-4212 59.99

Jolting jumping action. Press the spe-
cial button on Razer's remote and watch

4 it leap from the pavement.

Sleek machine.
Aerodynamically de-

signed body with
spring suspension.

Better by leaps & bounds
with pavement -thumping
jumping action
The Razer can actually jump on f at surfaces! The unique jumping feature launches
the car nearly a foot high-so yoJ can jump curbs, speed bumps and even other RC
cars! The 8 -function remote control features turbo for that extra burst of speed while
racing. Super spring suspension lakes hard landings in stride. Durable spiked tires
handle action on or above the road. You can control the Razer up to 100 feet away.
153/4" long. Requires 9.6V pack and 9V battery. 60-4214 79.99
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Replacement parts and accessories for your RC car are available for fast shipment direct to your door through RadioShack Unlimited'. Shipping and pricing information on page 395.


